For interferometric topography measurements of optically rough surfaces dual wavelength heterodyne interferometry (DWHI) is a powerful tool. A DWHI system based on a two-wavelength HeNe laser and a matched grating technique is described. This set-Sup improves system stability and allows a simple heterodyne frequency generation.
INTRODUCTION
Applying interferometric technique for the analysis of optically rough surfaces two serious problems arise. First measurements become difficult or impossible due to the speckle effect. Second when using a reflexion set up the ambiguity range of the measurements is limited to a half of the laser wavelength. To overcome the disadvantages interferometer with grazing incidence', as well as with increased laser wavelength2 were developed, alternatively two wavelength interferometry is used.
By applying two wavelengths simultaneously to the object the sensitivity is reduced to an effective wavelength given by Aeq A1'A2/ I'iA2I .
Fercher et al.5 de scribed a two wavelength heterodyne speckle interferometer where the phase of the effective wavelength must be evaluated from two independent detector signals. In this paper a scanning dual wavelength heterodyne technique is described, that generates a low frequency detection signal with a phase shift that corresponds to the effective wavelength.
PRINCIPLE OF A MATCHED GRATING SET-SUP
Dual wavelength heterodyne interferometrry (DWHI) bases on two independent, simultaneously and coaxial working heterodyne interferometers with dif ferent frequencies , and i and different heterodyne frequencies f, and f2 .
The phase of the beat frequency f,-f2 depends on the synthetic wave length ) and can therefore be examined for distance evaluation6.
In fig. 1 This frequency can be directly applied as reference signal to a phase meter, e.g. lockinamp1ifier (LIA).
After passing a lens (L), a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and a quarter wave plate (QWP) the object beams are focused onto the specimen under test by a microscope objective (MO) as shown in fig. 1 . The QWP is passed a second time by back travelling light thus it is reflected at the PBS. The beat of the two heterodyne signals can be observed after demodulating the amplitude modulated detector output. After DC cut off, demodulation and bandpass filtering one gets
Phase shift of this term corresponds to the effective wavelength. The demo dulated and bandpass filtered signal is finally fed to the LIA.
RESULTS
The results were obtained with a lOx miroscope objective and an avalanche photodiode detector. The working distance to the target was about 7 mm. Scanning was achieved by moving the sample with a stepper motor. Figure 2a shows two measurements on a milled aluminum sample. On the sample there were milled steps with step heights of 5 pmand 10pm. The milling groves are clearly resolved. They are reproduced in both measurements. In fig. 2b a measurement of a moving mirror is shown.
The target distance variation was 100pm, unambiguous distance range as well as good linearity are shown. Dual wavelength heterodyne interferometry has proven to be a powerful tool for precision interferometric measurements on optical rough as well as on smooth surfaces. The system acts like a heterodyne interferometer using 1 ight with a wavelength of the synthetic wavelength.
